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AA
WHILE BACK FRACTIONAL DEALER AND FRIEND ROB
Kravitz and I were discussing 4th issue Lincolns (Fr-1374s) and their
Treasury Seal face plate numbers.  While continuing the research on
inverted and mirrored plate numbers, I was commenting to Rob about

not finding any examples on 4th issue Lincolns.  Inverted/Mirrored seal plate
numbers show up on other 4th issue denominations:  10¢, 15¢ and 25¢…but not
on any 50¢ Lincolns (just regular plate numbers).

Rob indicated that he was keeping a list of Treasury Seal plate numbers
he’s found on Lincoln faces as was I.  We compared notes and it soon became
obvious that, aside from a brief mention in Milton Friedberg’s Encyclopedia of
United States Fractional and Postal Currency and D.W. Valentine’s reference,
United States Fractional Currency, no deeper plate number research has been done
for the Lincoln fractional.  Knowing that we have frequently observed Treasury
Seal plate numbers on Lincolns coupled with the amount of available auction
archive data, gave us hope that a good research article could be accomplished.
We had high expectations, but the results were far better then imagined.  

Research

By observing 4,000+ Fourth Issue notes (via actual notes, high resolution
scans, auction catalogs, websites, etc.) we have been able to identify a near com-
plete sequence of Lincoln Treasury Seal face plate numbers.  While current BEP
records are complete for the 2nd and 3rd fractional issues, no complete (or near
complete in this instance) record of any 4th issue Treasury Seal plate numbers
existed until now.  

Whatever records existed were believed to be lost in a fire at the BEP.  In
the 1970s Martin Gengerke was able to locate a ledger with the complete listing
of the 2nd and 3rd issues, but the 4th issue was incomplete.  Information on the
2nd and 3rd series was available in Martin’s article in Paper Money (1972) and my
follow-up article on inverted and mirrored fractional plate numbers which
reprinted Martin’s research in Paper Money Jan/Feb 2003.

We can now add to the BEP records with a near complete accounting of
4th issue Lincoln Treasury Seal plate numbers.   That is only one of three plates
needed to produce the Lincoln fractional, but significant nonetheless.  The
Lincoln note was printed in three separate stages using an face subject plate, face
seal plate and back plate.
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Between Rob Kravitz, the D.W.
Valentine reference, Milt Friedberg’s encyclope-
dia and myself, the following are the combined observed Treasury Seal plate
numbers on the Lincoln fractional:  1-13, 16-23, 25-28 (missing 14, 15, 24)

That’s 25 out of a possible 28 (89%) observed….though we only have
scans of 21 different examples to date (see illustrations following).  

We have observed more than 80 different Lincoln fractionals with
Treasury Seal plate numbers and the highest observed number on a Lincoln is 28.
It is our opinion that 28 is the highest Treasury Seal plate number used.  The
Lincoln fractional had a relatively short run of six months (from July to
December 1869).  If anyone has information on any Lincoln fractional with a seal
plate number not listed, please advise (email:  riconio@yahoo.com).  It will be
duly noted and we will add it to the census.  A high resolution scan would also be
appreciated.

History

At this time, please allow me a moment to discuss the origins of the
Lincoln fractional.  Because of the widespread counterfeiting of the previous
series of fractionals, 4th issue notes were created.  They included a more sophisti-
cated manufacturing process containing imbedded fibers in the note, more ornate
engraving and the inclusion of a Treasury Department seal.  

From an aesthetic point of view, the note has a magnificent portrait of
our 16th President.  Engraved by Scottish born Charles Burt in 1869, it shows a
three-quarter portrait with Lincoln’s head slightly tilted to the right and his eyes
are looking towards the horizon.  The entire note is well balanced with a large
red seal to the left and Lincoln’s portrait on the right.  The depiction is strong
and inspiring; it is arguably one of the finest portraits on any issued Lincoln note.  

It is generally believed that Lincoln subject faces had 2 plate numbers
and most likely a single back plate number.  

(1) The face plate (which contains the 12 Lincoln subjects) was manufac-
tured by the American Bank Note Company.  The corresponding plate number
was likely positioned in the selvedge and no known examples exist.

(2) The Treasury Seal face plate contained just the Treasury Seals and
the corresponding plate number.  The numbers that we see fairly regularly on
Lincolns are from the seal plate.  These plate numbers are the same red/reddish
brown color as the seal.  It is interesting to observe that whether a brown seal or
red seal . . . the colors invariably match.  
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(3) The back plate was engraved at the National Bank Note Company.
The sheet plate number, if it existed, was most likely engraved into the selvedge.
Like the face sheet plate number, there are no known examples of a Lincoln with
a back plate number.

Since the only known surviving sheet had the selvedge trimmed off, there
are no known examples of a Lincoln with a sheet or back plate number.  

Lincoln notes were printed in sheets of 12 (3 across and 4 down).  The
one existing Lincoln sheet was sold in May 2004 (Lot 1007 Ford Sale – formerly
in F.C.C. Boyd’s collection).  It sold for $39,000 plus the buyer’s commission.
The sheet had plate number 9 printed on the face and it is located on the 3rd
note down in the far left column.

Observations

After observing many Lincoln notes with Treasury Seal plate numbers, the fol-
lowing has been observed and worth noting:

• The seal plate number was always engraved onto the plate so when print-
ed it appeared on a vertical axis on or very near the inside of Lincoln’s
left lapel.  It may deviate to the left/right a couple of millimeters, but
always on the same vertical axis.  Seal plate numbers always appear in the
shaded region, above and below the arrows, as shown in the photo below.

Above is a rare Lincoln Proof without the Treasury Seal.  Seal plate numbers appear in the shaded
area above and below the arrows)

• Specific seal plate numbers were always positioned in the same area.  For
example:  plate #1 is always located on the bottom perimeter border,
plate #2 on the left lapel, plate #3 always on Lincoln’s shirt inside his left
lapel, plate #4 on the top margin, etc.

• Several plate #5s and its corresponding seal have been observed in red-
dish-brown ink. An example of plate #5 has been observed in red ink as
well. Further, no other seal plate number has been found in this reddish-
brown ink.   This could be evidence that the “brown seal” notes were not
a victim of oxidation when plate #5 was used; perhaps too much brown
dye was mixed in the ink for a portion of the sheet run.  This is only
speculation of course.
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Seal Plate #7
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Seal Plate #3

Seal Plate #4

Seal Plate #1

Red Seal Plate #5
Brown Seal Plate #5Enlarged

Seal Plate #2

Seal Plate #6 Seal Plate #9
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Seal Plate #16

Seal Plate #18

Seal Plate #19

Seal Plate #11 Seal Plate #12

Seal Plate #13

Seal Plate #17

Seal Plate #20
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• Some of the seal plate numbers appear within the subject field as well as
the margins.  Why weren’t the seal plate numbers printed so they just
appear in the selvedge or the margin? It is also interesting to note that
the position of the Lincoln seal plate number was confined to a specific
vertical axis, while other lower value 4th issue denominations (10¢, 15¢
and 25¢ notes) seal plate numbers were positioned somewhat more ran-
domly.  (For example, I have observed 10¢ 4th issue note seal plate
numbers positioned as follows:  upper right margin corner; lower right
margin corner; on the top and bottom left margin (between 3-12 mil-
limeters in from the left); and within the subject field, bottom-left
inside the border.) 

• Why are there no seal plate numbers observed on any Stanton (Fr-
1376) or Dexter (Fr-1379) 4th issue 50¢ fractional notes?  I have viewed
hundreds of examples and not a single one has a seal plate number.
Perhaps the seal plate number was engraved in the selvedge or no seal
plate number was used on the Stanton or Dexter face.

• Was the position of the seal plate number on the Lincoln sheet consis-
tently located, as the unique Boyd/Ford example, in the 3rd note down
in the first column?

• There are no known examples of mirrored or inverted plate numbers on
Lincolns, which is atypical since they show up from time to time on 4th
issue 10¢, 15¢ and 25¢ denominations (for more information regarding
inverted and mirrored plate numbers, reference my articles in Paper
Money Jan/Feb 2003 and Jan/Feb 2006). 

• Finally, while we now have a fairly complete accounting of seal plate
numbers were any other plates produced higher than 28?    It seems
doubtful considering no higher numbers have been observed and the
relatively short run that the Lincoln was in production (six months).

Seal Plate #23

Seal Plate #21 Seal Plate #22

Seal Plate #26
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Valuations – What are they worth?

At best only 1 out of 12 Lincoln notes can contain a Treasury Seal plate
number.  The ratio is higher because a certain quantity of notes would have had
the plate number trimmed off.  Historically, 4th issue plate number notes do not
carry a premium…but shouldn’t they?  Spinner and Justice notes (also printed in
sheets of 12) have a singular note per sheet with the “1-a” designation.  They carry
a premium of 3X to 5X and even more in certain cases.  With a best guess total
population of Treasury Seal plate Lincoln notes at 100; these notes are scarce.
Factor in only 28 seal plate numbers; it is safe to conclude some specific examples
probably carry populations of only 1 or 2.  In many (but not all) cases the auction-
eers mention plate numbers; grading services never do.  I think both parties should
be diligent and designate plate numbers on the holders or in auction descriptions
when they exist.  They are part of the note, part of fractional history and deserve
this recognition.  

Conclusion

In conclusion, a near complete accounting of Lincoln Treasury Seal plate
numbers is noteworthy; that it resurfaced 140 years after production ceased on the
Lincoln is a combination of good archival records, good support among the frac-
tional community and a little bit of luck.

A very big thanks to Heritage Auctions.   Their database of accessible
high resolution scans is quite comprehensive.  It’s a great tool for researchers and
collector’s alike and aided me immensely in my research.  Also a tip of the hat to
Jerry Fochtman, Martin Gengerke, Fred Reed, Dave Treter, Steve Weiner and
especially to Rob Kravitz.
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